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Introduction

Hi. Welcome to the preview from the Jolly Almanac of Card Knavery.
You're getting the �rst two chapters, on the Overhand Shu�e and the Ri�e
Shu�e, a bunch of tricks for each, and two relevant passages of magic theory,
�Uniformity of Action� and �Con�ict�.

The full book currently has a dozen chapters and theory essays, three ap-
pendices, and around 80 tricks (about a dozen of which are my own). It's
currently running at over 300 pages.

The idea behind JACK was to o�er an inexpensive single-volume work on
introductory card magic. Royal Road to Card Magic is the current king of
that niche, and while it's served that role well, it's well past time to address
some of the shortcomings of the book that have slowly become apparent over
the years. That's not to knock Royal Road, however. Anything good within
JACK stands on the shoulders of those two giants, Hugard and Braue.

I hope you enjoy this preview, and if the content here whets your appetite,
see if you can google your way to the Nu Way Magick Blogge to learn more
about the full book.

Best of luck,
The Burnaby Kid

Cover Image...
Vectorized Playing Cards 2.0
http://sourceforge.net/projects/vector-cards/
Copyright 2018 - Chris Aguilar - conjurenation@gmail.com
Licensed under LGPL 3 - www.gnu.org/copyleft/lesser.html
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The Overhand Shu�e

1.1 Overhand Shu�ing Technique

The overhand shu�e is your �rst foundational technique. Chapter 1 of
Royal Road o�ers a great description, so we'll just go with that.

1.1.1 Position of the Pack in the Hands

It is essential that the cards be handled neatly and precisely, and the
�rst requisite towards acquiring this neatness of execution is the position
of the pack in the hands.

Figure 1.1: The Overhand Shu�e
Grip

1. Hold your left hand half
closed, palm upwards, and place
the pack in it, face downwards, so
that the third phalanx of the index
�nger is bent against the outer left
corner. The middle and ring �n-
gers, slightly bent, rest against the
face of the bottom card; the little
�nger curls inwards so that its side rests against the inner end, and the
thumb rests on the top card, its tip near the middle of the outer end.

The pack should slope downwards towards the left at an angle of about
forty-�ve degrees, its lower side resting along the palm of the hand. In this
position the pack can be gripped, as in a forceps, between the index and
the little �ngers by pressing them against the opposite ends (Fig. 1.1).

This position of the pack gives one perfect control of the cards and
should be strictly adhered to. The grip should be �rm but light; in fact,
the lightest touch possible, consistent with security, must be cultivated
from the outset.

1.1.2 Execution of the Overhand Shu�e

1. Holding the pack as described above, seize the lower half with the
right hand between the top phalanx of the thumb, at the middle of the
inner end, and the top phalanges of the middle and ring �ngers at the
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middle of the outer end. Bend the index �nger lightly on the upper side
of the deck, letting the little �nger remain free.

2. Lift this lower packet upwards to clear the other portion of the pack,
then bring it downwards over the other cards until its lower side touches
the left palm. Press the left thumb against the top card of this packet and
simultaneously lift the right hand so that the card, or cards, pulled o� by
the left thumb fall on top of the packet retained in the left hand.

3. Repeat this action until all the cards held by the right hand have
been shu�ed o� on to those held by the left hand. Pat the upper side of the
deck with the outstretched �ngers of the right hand to square the cards.
Since the overhand shu�e is generally repeated, this action is absolutely
essential to a clean execution.

In making this shu�e do not look at your hands and the cards. Practise
this from the outset and so form the habit, which is an essential factor in
the manoeuvres which follow and are done under cover of the action of
this shu�e.

The speed at which the shu�e is executed should be about the same as
that used by any card player, neither too fast nor too slow, and the tempo
should be an even one throughout.

1.1.3 Controlling the Top Card

1. Holding the deck as explained, lift it with the right hand, and with
the left thumb draw o� the top card only in the �rst movement of the
shu�e. Without the slightest pause or hesitation shu�e the other cards
onto this one until the shu�e has been completed. The top card is now at
the bottom of the pack.

2. Again lift the entire pack and repeat the shu�e you have just made
down to the last card, which we know was the card originally at the top.
Drop this card on top of all the others in the last movement of the shu�e.
After a few trials you will �nd that this last card will cling to the thumb
and �ngers without any conscious e�ort on your part.

In this sleight, as well as in the others to follow, the action must become
automatic so that you can look at, talk with, and give your whole attention
to your audience. Only in this way can you convince the onlookers that
the shu�e is genuine, and you should never forget that it is at this very
starting point that illusion begins or is destroyed. If you stare �xedly at
your hands while shu�ing, Suspicion will inevitably be aroused, and if
a spectator suspects that you have �done something� the illusion of your
magic is gone. In practising this shu�e and those that follow, it is a good
plan to turn the top card face upwards so that at the �nish you can see at
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a glance if you have made it correctly.

1.1.4 Controlling the Bottom Card

1. Lift the lower half of the pack to begin the shu�e, and in so doing
press lightly on the bottom card with the tips of the left middle and ring
�ngers, holding it back and thus adding it to the bottom of the packet
remaining in the left hand.

2. Shu�e o� the cards remaining in the right hand, and repeat the
action if desired. Nothing could be simpler than this control, and the
sleight is valuable because of its ease and naturalness.

1.1.5 Retaining the Top and Bottom Cards in Position

Figure 1.2: Retain-
ing Top and Bottom
Cards

1. Grip the entire pack with the right hand
to start the shu�e, at the same time pressing
lightly on the top card with the left thumb and
on the bottom card (Fig. 1.2) with the left mid-
dle and ring �ngers holding them back so that all
the cards except these two are lifted clear, the top
card falling upon the bottom card. Continue the
shu�e, without pause, until completed.

2. Pat the upper side of the deck square and
repeat the moves exactly as before by lifting out
all but the top and bottom cards, then shu�e o�
to the last card of those held in the right hand,
the card originally at the top, and drop it back again on the top.

Be careful not to pull the cards away sharply in the �rst movement of
the shu�e, making the top and bottom cards come together with a �click.�
Use a light touch. Note that by placing two known cards at the bottom
and a third at the top, all three cards can be controlled by this valuable
arti�ce. Practise the sleight in this way until you can do it with ease and
certainty.

Everything to this point is relatively standard advice for the time. It's well-
written, though, and should serve students well. Throughout the book we will
be referring to the shu�e in 1.1.5 as a �Milk Shu�e.� It's incredibly useful.
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1.1.6 The Run

In magical parlance, this term means the pulling o� of cards one by
one from the right hand packet with the aid of the left thumb in the course
of the shu�e. To make the run, press the left thumb lightly on the back of
the top card of the right hand packet while holding this latter packet just
tightly enough to allow one card only to escape. It is very important that
the single cards be drawn o� at the same tempo as the rest of the shu�e,
so that there will be no hesitation at the start of the shu�e or its end.

A few minutes' practice with cards that are in good condition will prove
how easy the sleight is, yet it is one of the most useful in the card man's
arsenal.

1.1.7 The Injog

This term is applied to the subterfuge of causing a card to project about
one quarter of an inch from the inner end of the deck. It is one of the oldest
stratagems in magic, having been in use for three and a half centuries. It
was �rst mentioned in Scott's Discoverie of Witchcraft, published in 1584.

Figure 1.3: The Injog

The action of jogging a card is a simple
one. In the course of the shu�e, when a
card is to be jogged, move the �ght hand
slightly towards the body, draw o� one
card with the left thumb, then move the
hand back to its former position and con-
tinue the shu�e in the usual way. The
card thus jogged should rest on the little
�nger tip, which enables you to know, by
sense of touch alone, that the card is in the
proper position (Fig. 1.3).

It is advisable at the start to make the card protrude about half an
inch and, in shu�ing o� the remaining cards from the right hand, to make
them lie irregularly so that the protruding card is covered and concealed.
With practice the jogging of the card can be reduced to approximately a
quarter of an inch. Here again it is most important that there shall be no
alteration in the tempo. The card must be jogged and the shu�e continued
without the least hesitation.

1.1.8 The Undercut

This sleight is used to bring the cards directly under a jogged card to the
top of the pack, in the following manner: A card having been jogged and
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the shu�e completed, bring the �ght hand upwards from a position a little
below the left hand so that the point of the thumb will strike against the
face of the jogged card, lifting it and the cards above it slightly; then move
the right hand outwards with the lower packet, the thumbnail scraping
against the face of the jogged card while the middle and ring �ngers close
on the outer end of the packet. Lift the packet clear and throw it on the
top of the deck. This action brings the jogged card to the bottom and the
card directly below it to the top of the pack.

Figure 1.4: The Un-
dercut

To undercut to a jogged card is a very sim-
ple action if the right thumb strikes upward, not
inward (Fig. 1.4).

1.1.9 Overhand Shu�e Control

A large proportion of card tricks consist of
having a card selected, noted, and returned to the
middle of the deck, which is then shu�ed. The
chosen card is revealed by the magician in some
startling way. To do this the chosen card must be
controlled, and one of the easiest, best, and most
natural methods is by using the overhand shu�e.

Here are the moves:
1. Let us suppose that a card has been freely chosen by a spectator.

While he notes what it is, you begin an overhand shu�e and, when you
have shu�ed about half the cards into your left hand, move that hand
toward the spectator, tacitly inviting him to replace his card. He puts it
on the top of those in your left hand and you immediately resume your
shu�e by running three cards �ush on top of the chosen card, jogging the
next card, and shu�ing o� the remainder freely.

2. Undercut below the jogged card, as already explained, and throw
the packet on top. The chosen card will then be the fourth card from
the top of the pack and you can deal with it as you please. For example,
possibly in the course of the shu�e the chosen card may have arrived at
the top or bottom of the pack; therefore you take o� three cards from
the top and spread them face outwards, asking the spectator if his card
is among them. Never say, �You see your card is not there.� You are not
supposed to know whether it is or not.

Throw the three cards casually on the table. Then show several cards
at the bottom. Finally gather up the three cards by placing the pack on
them and picking up all together.You have the chosen card on the top,
yet the onlookers will be convinced, if you have done your part simply
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and naturally, that the chosen card is lost in the pack and beyond your
control. Thus you have succeeded in the most important part of the trick,
for whenever a chosen card is controlled in some abnormal fashion your
purpose is defeated. The real illusion of card magic begins with the con-
viction on the part of the spectator that his card is lost among the others.
Without that conviction the trick has already failed.

1.1.10 Retaining Top Stock by the Overhand Shu�e

Control

The overhand shu�e control is extremely useful in tricks where it is
necessary to retain a card or cards at the top of the pack while giving the
impression that you are shu�ing the cards.

To do this, undercut the lower half with the right hand, and, in the �rst
movement of the shu�e, injog the �rst card drawn o� by the left thumb.
Upon it shu�e the rest of the cards held in the right hand. Undercut
below the injogged card and throw this packet on top. Although you have
seemingly mixed the cards, you have retained the desired cards at the top.

1.1.11 Overhand Shu�e Practice Routine

The best method of practising the various overhand shu�es is to go
through them in sequence as follows:

1. Turn the top card face upward.
2. Shu�e it to the bottom and back to the top again.
3. Shu�e it to the bottom. Shu�e again, retaining it there, then shu�e

it back to the top.
4. Reverse the card now at the bottom. Shu�e, retaining the top and

bottom cards in position.
5. Shu�e the top card to the next to bottom and back to the top. The

two reversed cards should be at the top and bottom. Check your work.
6. Control the top reversed card only by means of the overhand shu�e

control, which will give you facility in the run, the injog and the undercut.
Again check your work. The original top card should now be the fourth

from the top of the pack. If that is the case and you have made the
shu�es smoothly, you have made excellent progress toward acquiring this
most useful of all card sleights. Practise until you can make the shu�es
without looking at your hands, and at the same time keep up an easy �ow
of conversation.

With the simple principles explained in the preceding sections, which
can be learned in the course of a pleasant half-hour's toying with a pack
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of cards, you have a golden key which will unlock the door to many of the
most entertaining card tricks it is possible to perform. Since the best way
to learn to do magic is to do magic, in the next section several tricks are
explained in which the principles you have already learned are put to use.

I highly recommend getting this drill down. The obvious reason why you
want to do this is so that you can accomplish the technique smoothly and
without putting too much of your attention on it. However, the less-obvious
reason is that if you do have this sort of drill down pat, then any mistake that
you might make will immediately jump out at you, and you'll know you need
to go into damage control mode. Nine times out of ten such mistakes will be
your own fault, but every now and then you'll be working with a lousy deck of
cards that you borrowed from somebody and maybe clumps of cards will stick
together. How you get out of that problem is a di�erent (and more advanced)
subject, and one that's touched on later in the section of the Glide, but for
right now, eat your vegetables and do your drills.

1.2 �A Pocket Discovery�

This trick is from Royal Road, and it's a good �rst trick if you're starting
to learn overhand shu�ing technique.

Figure 1.5: The Secret Glimpse

A card is selected (let's say it's
the Four of Hearts) and returned to
the deck, and the deck is shu�ed.
The performer then shows that the
card is nowhere near the top nor the
bottom, and the deck is then put into
the spectator's pocket. The specta-
tor is asked to pick a number between
10 and 20. Let's say that they say
�14�. The magician reaches in and
pulls out 13 cards, and when they get
to the 14th card, before pulling it out, the magician says �This feels like the
Four of Hearts. Is that your card?� The spectator answers yes, and the magi-
cian then removes the card, and it's shown to be the Four of Hearts.

To do the trick, have the card selected, and let them show it to everybody,
so that others can verify the chosen card later on in case the spectator is either
forgetful or a trouble-maker.

When they're ready to give it back, start overhand shu�ing the cards and
ask them to say �Stop.� When they do, extend your left hand and have them
replace the card. Continue overhand shu�ing but actually run three cards
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singly, run and injog the fourth, and then shu�e o� the rest. Undercut below
the injog and throw on top. The chosen card is now fourth from the top.

�Now, some magicians are so good at shu�ing that they can get it to the
top.� Show the top three cards and toss them face-up on the table. �I didn't
get lucky, did I?� When they say �No,� turn the deck face-up and thumb over
three cards into the right hand, spread a few more cards with the thumb, and
during this display, use pressure to force the deck over just enough so that the
top card is displayed (Fig. 1.5). If you watch your angles, the audience should
not be able to see this.

Gesture with the cards in the right hand and say �It's not one of these near
the bottom, is it?� They'll say �No.� Toss those cards on the table face-up on
top of the other cards. Turn those cards face-down, and then dump the deck
on top of them, and the selection is now on top of the deck.

I suppose it should be noted that when choosing your spectator at the
beginning of the trick, make sure it's somebody with a jacket pocket available
for the trick. Ask your spectator if it's ok to use their pocket, and ask them
to empty it. You might be able to get some comedy from whatever items they
pull out. Place the deck inside, or have them do it, paying attention to the
deck's orientation. Ask them for a number between 10 and 20.

When they tell you the number, say �Alright, let's see how we do.� Reach
into the pocket and pull cards from the bottom of the deck. When you reach
their number, contact the card at the top of the deck, and stop, saying that
you're getting a very strong sense that the card you're holding is the Four of
Hearts (or whatever card you saw in that earlier spread glimpse). Ask if that's
their selection, and after the a�rmative response, slowly extract and show their
selection, ending the trick.

1.3 Stewart James's �Further Than That�

Pull out the deck, and while shu�ing it, use the following script.
�Magic is a cut-throat world these days, with magicians always trying to

out-do each other. But, with this next mystery, I think we can do a little bit
better.�

�Now, the other guys will spread the cards out for you to take one, but
because you guys are so wonderful, I think we can do a little bit better.�

�Take this deck and name any number between... 10 and 20. Sixteen? Very
well, count 16 cards onto the table. Put the deck away for the moment.�

�Now, we could stop here, but you guys are so amazing, so I think we can
do a little bit better. Using those 16 cards, we're going to select another card
through random chance. 16 is a 1 and a 6. Add those together and we get 7.
Count down 7 cards and look at that seventh card, and then drop the rest of
the cards on top. And, when you're done, put everything onto the deck.�
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�At this point, the other magicians would have to try to �nd your card in
some impressive feat of dexterity, but you guys are just so darned nice, I think
we can do a little bit better. I think I can actually use my psychic powers,
and in holding the deck to my head, I can sense that your card... is the Ace of
Spades? It was? Thank you!�

�But wait... You know, you guys are just too swell to stop there, and I
think we can do a little bit better. I will deal one card for each letter as I spell
A-C-E. In the next pile I will do the same, spelling S-P-A-D-E-S. At this point,
turning over the next card, I think we have the Ace of Spades...? There it is!�

�But wait... You know, you guys are just capital, so I think we can do a
little bit better. This pile, which we made by spelling `Spades' might actually
have something interesting going on. If we turn them over, we see the Two of
Spades, the Three of Spades, the Four, the Five, the Six and the Seven.�

�But wait... because you guys are the most handsome and beautiful audi-
ence that a magician could ask for, I think we can do a little bit better. This
other pile, where we spelled `Ace', might also have something interesting going
on. If we turn them over, see the Ace of Diamonds, the Ace of Hearts, and the
Ace of Clubs.�

�But wait... because even though at this point I've used up just amount
every bit of my magical power, you guys have been just so incredibly awesome
that I think we can do a little bit better. Because if, say, we wanted a great
poker hand, we could just count o� a few more Spades, and so if I �ick the
deck like this and deal o� a few more cards, we'll have the Eight and the Nine,
and then, to get a lovely royal �ush the Ten, Jack, Queen, and the King to go
with our Ace of Spades. And at this point, I think it's safe to say that we've
done a little bit better.�

Now, the original trick is called �Further Than That� speci�cally because
that line gets repeated over and over in the original script. The problem is that
if the trick does its job, then people are going to remember that line to the point
that they start saying it with you, and unfortunately, if they remember that
line, then in this day and age of easy internet access they're going to be able to
�nd a video tutorial of the trick, destroying the mystery you've worked so hard
to perform. So, the script here substitutes a slightly di�erent catch-phrase, but
you're highly encouraged to come up with something else customized for your
own performances.

The method is simple. Stack the deck as follows from the top: 2S, 3S,
4S, 5S, 6S, 7S, AH, AD, AC, AS, 8S, 9S, 10S, JS, QS, KS. Perform a false
shu�e that maintains the top stock of cards, and you're ready to do the trick,
because from that point on it's entirely self-working. The volunteer can name
any number between 10 and 20, and after dealing, when you add the two digits
together you will arrive back at the Ace of Spades.
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1.4 �I Think It Stopped...�

The idea in this trick has been bounced around the magic community for a
while, but its best form is Al Koran's �The Lazy Magician Does A Card Trick.�
After you learn it here, go hunting online for the presentation which gives it a
little bit of extra �Oomph.�

The magician shu�es the cards, and then has any card selected. The card
is placed on top of the deck, and the deck is cut. And then it's cut again. And
then it's cut again, and again once more.

The magician stops them and says �Wouldn't it be amazing if you actually
cut to your own card? Slowly turn over the deck... Ah well, it was a good try.
Tell you what, since the point of this is for me to try to �nd your card, keep
cutting the deck but don't tell me if you actually see your card. Keep a poker
face, alright?�

The cards are cut a few more times, until the magician says �Alright, I think
it's pretty safe to say that your card is absolutely lost, correct?� They hand
the deck to the spectator and say �If I concentrate, I can determine where the
card is in the deck. I feel like your card is... 39th from the top. But, let's try
something. On the count of three, tell your card to `Jump'. One Two Three...�

The spectator says �Jump.� and the magician is immediately disatis�ed.
�Oh come on, you can do better than that. I mean, let me check, yeah, it helped,
your card is now at the 38th position. But really give it a try this time.� The
spectator says �Jump� again and the magician is forlorn. �That was better,
but come on, it's only moved up to the 35th spot. I want you to really yell,
alright?� The spectator yells �Jump!� and the magician looks startled. �Oh
my goodness, that was wonderful! Let me check... Your card actually jumped
up near the top, and I think it stopped... eight cards from the top? I'd ask you
to say `Jump' again but I think something might explode. Here, count down
eight cards and stop... what was your selection?� The spectator names their
card, the next card is turned over, and it's theirs.

To perform the trick simply put the entire suit of clubs in order at the top
of the deck, from the Ace of Clubs at the top down to King. Spread the cards
face-up casually as you look for any Jokers that might be there. Turn it face-
down and run those cards singly down to the bottom, shu�ing o� when you're
certain you've passed all the clubs. Have them select a card and put it back
on top and then cut, and then cut again, and then cut again. The card could
conceivably be anywhere at this point, so when you turn the deck face-up, if
it's there, use that line of the script to make it seem like that was the trick you
were going for.

Assuming it's not there, here's the principle at work for the rest of the
trick. Any time a club shows up at the bottom of the deck, you know that
their selection lies exactly that many cards down from the top. So, you want
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them to keep cutting the deck until a club appears. Of course, there's a chance
that they could cut to their own card, which the script handles by asking them
to keep a poker face. Let's say that after a few cuts the 9 of Clubs appears.
This puts the card 9th from the top.

At this point, ask the spectator if they believe the card is truly lost. Turn
the deck over and follow the script, pretending that the card has jumped up
high when they �nally yelled to your satisfaction, only make sure to say that
it's 8 cards down. When they deal o� those eight cards, ask them their card,
then show the ninth. It'd be a bit tacky to say it's the ninth card down when
everybody just saw a nine a moment ago.

Again, this trick has a few di�erent presentations out there. In the Royal
Road version �Think Stop�, there is a bit of a tricky glimpse to see the bottom
card, you claim it's at position 29, you claim you will mentally count down
from 29 until they say �Stop�, and when they do you name the position of their
card. I honestly feel like Koran's original had better stu� going on, and so this
version borrows a bit from that. Koran's approach, however, is wonderful, and
well-worth seeking out.

1.5 Three Fancy Card Revelations

Figure 1.6: Pinkie Does
It

Let's say you want to do a fancy reveal of a card
that's been selected and returned. Here are three.
For each of them, you will need to have a card se-
lected, returned, and then controled to the top.

1.5.1 �Pinkie Does It�

From Royal Road. Hold the deck upright, face-
outwards towards the audience. Rub your right �n-
ger over the top of the deck, and then push down
a few cards. If you hold the deck a little higher
up in the hand, the packet that projects downward
shouldn't be noticed. This makes a step that will
come into play in a second.

Rub your right �nger on your sleeve, then press
it to the top edge of the deck, and then lift. Make
sure the rest of your �ngers are curled.

Look confused when nothing happens after lifting your �nger, and then say
�Oh, you need to name the card.� They do. Repeat the action of rubbing
the �nger on your sleeve, and then come over the deck. This time, extend
your pinkie so that it touches the top card. Raise your hand, the index �nger
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apparently mysteriously drawing the card out, with the pinkie �nger actually
pushing it up (Fig 1.6).

Figure 1.7: A Rising
Card Comedy

When their card clears the top of that step in the
deck, use the pinkie to push its lower end against
the rear-most card of the outer packet. While this
happens, the left hand's pinkie can actually push up
on the lower packet so that it aligns with the upper
packet. This way you can tilt the deck forward to
have the card removed, and if the move was well-
executed, the card looks like it came from the middle.

You will need to manage your angles on this last
technique, but out of the three in this section, this
one actually o�ers a compelling image of the card
having risen from the middle of the deck.

1.5.2 �A Rising Card Comedy�

From Card Manipulations No. 3. Hold the deck
as shown in Fig 1.7. With your right hand pretend
to pluck a hair from your own head (or, for comedic
e�ect, from a spectator's). Mime wrapping it around the deck, and as you pull
up with the right hand, use the left thumb to push up the card at the same
speed. Remove the card (making sure your thumb is not seen) and show it to
the audience, asking if it's theirs.

1.5.3 A New Top Card Production

Figure 1.8: A New Top
Card Production

From M. Jules D'Hotel, published in More Card
Manipulations No. 2. Place the cards in the left hand
similar to Fig. 1.8. Note the position of the �ngers
and thumb, and it's the index �nger that pushes back
the top card. The tip of the �nger pulls back the
end of the top card at the lower corner, �rst in and
then up, and the card turns between the base of the
thumb and the deck until it arrives at the position in
the �gure. You can then secure it in position using
the lower part of the thumb as the index goes back to its original place. If you
watch your angles, and if you make a magical gesture with your right hand,
the animation should be startling.
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1.6 General Thoughts

Hopefully you can see how even with this �rst technique, there's a wide
range of great magic open to you. Try to �nd ways to sweeten the presentations
with your own touches. Come up with a great catch-phrase for �Further Than
That�. Work on your acting chops when seeming surprised at the spectator
yelling �Jump!� in �I Think It Stopped�. Even the comedy card rise can be
made to get laughs simply by the theatrics surrounding you getting a hair from
a spectator's head.

These tricks should help you get used to performing the technique under
�re. Both �I Think It Stopped� and �Further Than That� actually have you do
the false shu�ing before the trick has even started, so that when you're done,
all your e�orts can go towards the presentation. If nerves are an issue, choose
one of those tricks �rst. Later, you'll be more comfortable doing everything in
this chapter, which will help you even further when you start moving deeper
into this book, where you'll want to be employing the overhand shu�e in
conjunction with other techniques.

I'll add one thing as a bit of a request. When I put this chapter together, I
wanted to skip a lot of the usual beginner's tricks, and I wanted to put things
in here that other books would have been left for later chapters. Now, don't
get me wrong, Royal Road is a great book, but both �I Think It Stopped� and
�A New Top Card Production� are both really far in considering the techniques
needed to pull the tricks o� are taught right away. Magic is a secretive art,
and part of that means that there's a tradition of gatekeeping solid material.
On the one hand, I get it, there needs to be a bu�er to keep out the merely
curious, but on the other hand, what that sometimes means is that books of
this sort are frontloaded with tricks that are, to be frank, weak. I've done my
part to put material in here that will impress people straight away if you do
the techniques well. If not for me, then for the sake of the material, and magic
itself, please pay it the respect it deserves through diligent practice.
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Interlude 1:

Uniformity of Action

S.W. Erdnase gave us the term �Uniformity of Action� in Expert at the
Card Table, and while you can read what he wrote speci�cally in Chapter 13
of this book, here's the gist of it, at least insofar as it applies to where you're
at right now...

Make your fake actions look like your real actions.

That's it.

Now, you'd think that would be very straightforward. If you're trying to
get away with a lie, do you change your posture from con�dent to shifty, or
your tone of voice from loud and booming to quiet and sly? Of course not. And
yet, the magic world is �lled with magicians whose false transfers are faster
and jerkier than their regular transfers, or whose shu�e controls look nothing
like their regular shu�es. Obviously, it's possible to get away with moves if
people don't know what you're up to, but what Erdnase is talking about is
making it di�cult to know when you're actually doing moves in the �rst place.

Now, even if we understand this maxim at face value, the idea of making
your fake and real actions look the same is a bit more complicated than it
would seem at �rst, so we're going to break this down further.

First, think about your trick and how it would look if you were capable of
doing magic for real, and leave out the actual moves. In other words, if the trick
is the Ambitious Card, turn over the top card, show it to the audience, put it
in the middle of the deck, do a magical gesture of some sort, and then show the
top card. If you leave out all the moves in the routine, then the card on top is
now a di�erent card, but that's ok � what we're trying to establish is how the
magic would look if you didn't have to do any moves at all. This is essentially
thought of as Tommy Wonder's �Mind Movie� exercise, and although the idea
goes way back earlier than him, Wonder's a good model to study because of how
well he employed the principle to create magic that really felt quite moveless.

Once you've gone through the steps necessary to determine what the trick
should look like, you now have an ideal to strive towards. In other words, as
you start to introduce the sleights necessary to complete the trick, you always
want to be sure that you're not adding noise that is going to undermine that
idealized presentation.

In the case of the �rst chapter's routines, it's fairly straightforward � we're
talking about the overhand shu�e, so we want to make sure that our fake
overhand shu�es look like our genuine overhand shu�es. So, practice them
both. Study the rhythms, because they should be identical. Reduce the noise
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you may get from running cards, since you won't hear that noise when you're
shu�ing normally. Do you cut the cards after you shu�e normally? Well
then, you need to cut the cards after your false shu�e as well. Analyze every
technique you use through the lens of how it should look if you were doing it
for real, with no subterfuge. On its own, this isn't enough to convince people
that they just saw the impossible, but it is an important �rst step, and one
that too many magicians don't take, unfortunately.

There are some extra things to consider here. Every now and then you're
going to run into a method that has no normal real-life equivalent to model
it against. Depending on the method in question, it may still be salvageable,
usually using techniques discussed in latter theory chapters coming up (things
like conditioning, motivation, misdirection, etc.), but for right now, shu�ing is
de�nitely a thing outside the world of magic � anybody who has ever played
a game of cards has had to shu�e them � so we have visual models to draw
from in order to camou�age our deceptions.

Another thing we need to think about is whether or not the consistency
we establish between our fake and real moves is still striking in its di�erence
from the way regular people would do the same real moves. In other words,
consistency only goes so far as a virtue if we fail to do things the way normal
people might. This is an interpretation of Dai Vernon's mantra to be �natural�.
(To be fair, it's not the only interpretation, but it is one that we will be using
for the purposes of this book.)

This may suggest that the best way to handle the cards is to do so exactly
how regular people handle cards. This is not necessarily the direction you want
to go, because we all know people who can't handle cards worth a damn. When
they shu�e, they fumble and drop cards. If they were to fan the cards towards
you for a selection, it would involve a good minute or so of awkwardness that
would end with their wrists looking apparently stitched together. But, in the
case of these people, that's how they naturally handle cards. So what are we
talking about?

Honestly, this is going to be one of your earliest artistic decisions. In some
cases, magicians opt for a handling of the cards that matches how regular people
might imagine they would handle cards if they themselves were comfortable
with them. In other cases, magicians use lots of �ourishes in order to give
the audience eye candy, or to establish themselves as skillful. There are even
some performers who deliberately choose to handle cards clumsily and sloppily,
because it helps give the impression that sleight-of-hand couldn't possibly be
at work in what they do.

There is one more aspect to consistency that is important, which is that
of maintaining that consistency over the course of multiple tricks. It would
be very confusing if you were to arbitrarily change your style from one trick
to the next, and that can include the smallest details, such as how you have
somebody pick a card, or how you shu�e the deck once the card is returned.
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Inconsistency can draw a lot of attention to details that you'd much rather
they forget, especially when you're trying to get away with sneaky moves.

There isn't necessarily a right or wrong answer at this point � it's mostly
about the illusion that the performer wishes to create, and to make sure all
choices contribute to strengthening that illusion. It's also worth saying that
this is one of those �life choice� scenarios, where the impression that you want
to make may change over the course of your magic career.
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The Ri�e Shu�e

2.1 The Ri�e Shu�e

Figure 2.1: Before and After
the Ri�e Shu�e

This is the shu�e ordinarily used by
card players, but in spite of its almost uni-
versal use it is rarely done neatly or even
smoothly.

Nearly always the cards are bent far
too much and then pushed together clum-
sily. The proper way to execute the shuf-
�e should be acquired at the outset, not
for appearances' sake alone but because it
will enable you later to apply various se-
cret manoeuvres to the shu�e with ease
and certainty. Here is the proper proce-
dure:

1. Place the deck on the table in front of you, its sides parallel with
the edge of the table. With your right hand cut o� half the cards and
place the packet end to end with the other packet (Fig. 2.1). (As seen by
audience.)

Figure 2.2: The Tabled Ri�e Shu�e

2. Put your hands on the pack-
ets, your thumbs against the adja-
cent inner corners, your index �n-
gers resting on the backs near these
ends and your middle, ring and lit-
tle �ngers against the outer sides.
Your hands thus assume identical
positions on their respective pack-
ets.

3. Seize the packets between
the thumbs and the middle and ring �ngers. Raise the inner corners with
the thumbs, bending the cards, very slightly against the downward pres-
sure of the index �ngers (Fig. 2.2).
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4. Begin to release or ri�e the ends of the cards of each packet so that
they interweave. Regulate this release of the corners so that a card, or
several cards, falls from each packet alternately.

Figure 2.3: Finishing The Ri�e Shuf-
�e

5. When this action has been
completed and all the ends of the
cards are interlaced, seize the outer
ends of the packets between the
thumbs and the index and middle
�ngers and push the packets in-
wards, telescoping them until they
are almost but not quite �ush.

6. To square the deck neatly
and gracefully, place the thumbs at
the middle of the inner side of the
deck, their tips touching one another, and the index �ngers against the
ends near the outer corners. Now move the thumbs outwards along the
side of the deck and the index �ngers inwards along the ends, and by their
pressure squeeze the cards �ush (Fig. 2.3). When the tips of the thumbs
and index �ngers meet at their respective inner corners, the deck will be
squared perfectly.

The ri�e shu�e has its greatest use when the performer is seated at a
table. It can e�ectively be alternated with the overhand shu�e.

2.2 Ri�e Shu�e Control

To retain a card or cards on the top or the bottom of the deck by means
of this shu�e is a simple matter.

2.2.1 Retaining a Card at the Top of the Deck

When the cut is made for the ri�e shu�e, the card to be retained
becomes the top card of the cut packet. Therefore you have merely to see
that all the cards of the left-hand packet have fallen before you release the
last few cards of the right-hand packet. When the packets are telescoped
the required card will again be the top card of the deck.

A packet of six or eight cards can be retained on the top in the same
way by holding them back until all the cards of the left-hand packet have
fallen. It is not advisable, however, to use the manoeuvre with more than
that number of cards.
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2.2.2 Retaining the Bottom Card or Cards

In this case the cards to be controlled are on the bottom of the left-
hand packet. In grasping that packet with the left thumb and �ngers, do
not seize all the cards; allow a small packet to remain on the table and
raise only the corners of those above it. The �rst cards to fall from the
�ght-hand packet will fall on top of these cards; therefore, when the deck
is squared, the card or cards being controlled will again be on the bottom
of the deck.

Sometimes it becomes necessary to add one card to the top of the deck.
This can easily be done by the ri�e shu�e. In lifting the corners of the
left-hand packet, press the index �nger on the top card of that packet and
draw it a little over the left thumb. It is an easy matter then to hold it
back until the last card of the right-hand packet has been released.

2.3 Ri�e Shu�e in the Air

It is surprising that in this nation of bridge players so many persons
who know how to make a neat ri�e shu�e at the table do not know how
to make the same shu�e away from a table. To be able to ri�e shu�e
in the air is a particularly useful weapon for the card conjurer who has
to perform under varying conditions. This form of the ri�e shu�e is not
di�cult, but it does require some practice to perform it neatly.

Figure 2.4: Starting The Rif-
�e Shu�e

1. Take the pack face downwards in
the right hand with the thumb at one end,
the middle, ring and little �ngers at the
other, and the index �nger bent so that its
nail rests against the middle of the back of
the top card. Turn the pack to a vertical
position with the thumb at the top and the
faces towards the left.

2. Place the left hand, palm upwards, a couple of inches to the left of
and a little above the tips of the �ght �ngers. Bend the middle of the pack
outwards by pressing outwards, with the right fore�nger at the middle and
the thumb and �ngers inwards at the ends. Allow about half the cards to
fall forward onto the left �ngers in a horizontal position (Fig. 2.4).

3. Place the tip of the left thumb momentarily on the back of this
packet and move the left fore�nger up to take its place.

4. With the tips of the �ght �ngers bend the left-hand packet upwards
and place the left thumb on the middle of its upper end. The two packets
are thus held facing each other and with exactly the same grip by each
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hand�thumbs at the top, index �ngers at the middle of the backs, and the
other three �ngers gripping the lower ends (Fig. 2.5).

Figure 2.5: The Ri�e Shu�e
Action

5. Turn both hands palm downwards,
bend the ends of both packets upwards by
pressure against the fore�ngers, and hold
the packets with the inner ends close to-
gether in the shape of a shallow V, the
point of which is away from the body.

6. Allow cards to slip from each thumb
alternately, interlacing the corners.

7. Press the packets �ush by bringing
the hands together, and square the pack.

If the positions are taken correctly it
will be found that the lower end of each
packet will be held �rmly between the �rst
phalanx of the index �nger at the back and
the �rst phalanges of the other three �n-
gers at the face. The grip must be held �rmly until all the cards have been
ri�ed o� by the thumbs.

2.4 Waterfall Shu�e

Figure 2.6: Finishing
The Ri�e Shu�e

This is a �ourish applied to the ri�e shu�e.
It has come into common use among card play-
ers, and its use by the card conjurer is therefore
entirely justi�ed.

1. Proceed exactly as described for the ri�e
shu�e, interlacing the ends of the two packets for
about half an Inch.

2. Place the thumbs on the back of the pack-
ets at the point of junction, and slide the middle,
ring, and little �ngers under the outer ends of the
packets, at the same time moving the hands to-
wards each other and bending the packets (Fig.
2.6).

3. Raise the hands and the pack about breast high, maintaining the
pressure of the thumbs and �ngers; then, by slightly relaxing the pressure of
the hands on the outer ends of the cards and at the same time continuing
the downward pressure of the thumbs, allow the cards to fall from the
bottom separately on to the �ngers of both hands held together (Fig. 36).
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In making the preliminary shu�e the cards should be allowed to fall as
nearly as possible in regular rotation, a card from one hand falling on a
card from the other. The cards should be interlaced just su�ciently to be
held in position by the thumbs, for the higher the arch that is formed the
longer and more e�ective the fall of the separate cards becomes.

2.5 �A Poker Puzzle�

The magician, in trying to demonstrate how gamblers cheat, shu�es the
deck, and then removes the four Kings. He places them at the bottom of the
deck, and deals out �ve hands of cards, openly removing the King whenever
he comes to himself. He then gathers up the cards and shu�es again. The
magician, abhoring card-cheating techniques, says that he will deal the cards
fairly, and only use magic to get what he wants. He �nishes the deal, and then
holds up his cards, showing a King at the face. He then turns over the top
card, and it's an Ace. He looks confused for a second, stating that it should be
another King. He sets down his packet, looks at the other hands, and there's a
King here and a King there. Going back to his hand, he spreads them all out,
and then shrugs, saying, �Ah well, I guess four Aces are good enough.�

To do this trick, you just need the Aces at the top of the deck. A false ri�e
shu�e to retain top stock will maintain their position. Openly go through the
cards and remove the Kings. Deal out the �ve hands of �ve cards, removing
the King from the bottom when it's your turn. This will do two things. First,
it will give you the Kings with an indi�erent card on top of them. Second, it
will place each of the Aces at the bottom of the other four packets. Assemble
those four packets and put them on top of the deck, then put your Kings on
top of the deck, and do a false overhand shu�e, making sure not to disturb
the top bank of 20 cards.

The deck is now set up like this... From the top, there's an indi�erent card,
four kings, and then every �fth card after that is an ace. When you deal the
�rst round, three of the kings will go to the other players, and the fourth will
go to you. Then as you continue dealing, four indi�erent cards will go to the
other players, and the ace will come to you. Three more rounds will give you
three more aces. It works itself.

This trick, commonly known as the Marlo/Gardner poker deal, is actually
quite old, with a few di�erent presentations. If I were to do this trick, my
preference would be something like the following...

Two kings on the bottom, four aces on top, and then the other two kings
on top of them. Have a spectator come up and sit to your right. Ri�e shu�e
to maintain both the top and bottom stacks. Brag about how you've been
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practicing your card cheating technique. Do the side-to-side friction-toss reve-
lation of the four kings (taught later in this chapter), and then set them down.
�That's the �rst technique.�

Now, I can actually bottom-deal, so I can put those kings at the face and
do what's described in �A Poker Puzzle� without actually exposing the move.
If you can't, just admit that it's something you're working on, but it's not
your favorite technique. Deal out the �ve hands. After gathering up the
cards, announce that something you really are good at is taking advantage of
a confederate, and having them deal the Kings to you. False overhand shu�e
to maintain the stock, and then hand them the deck, and get them to deal
out �ve hands. When they're done, con�dently lift up your cards, and then
look distraught as you notice that you didn't get any of the Kings. Look at
the spectator with an annoyed expression and admonish them for not giving
you the Kings. After a pause, say, �Just out of curiosity, what did you deal
yourself?� Let them show everybody that they dealt themselves the four Aces.

2.6 �A Tipsy Trick�

With the pack in hand, the magician tells the story of a time when a
spectator tried to ruin his trick, shu�ing cards face-up into face-down after
the selected card was returned to the deck. It's important to note that as the
magician tells this story, a card really is chosen, and the cards actually are
mixed as described. With a magical gesture, the magician rights the deck,
with all the cards face-down, and a single card face-up, the original selection.

Let's work through this. �Now, I know none of you �ne, upstanding people
would dream of trying to mess up a magician in the middle of a performance,
but I've actually had this happen recently. I'll show you what I mean.�

Have somebody select a card, show it around, and then return it. �You see
how wonderfully you just did that? You are a model audience member, and I
thank you. Now, what happened last time, though, was that I was performing
for some strangers, and I handed them out to be shu�ed. Usually, when people
shu�e cards, they do it like this.� Do an overhand shu�e, bringing the selection
to the bottom of the deck. �Or, if they've played cards before, they do it like
this.� Do a ri�e shu�e, keeping the selection at the bottom, and end with a
waterfall �ourish, putting a bit of bow in the cards � nothing too noticeable,
just enough that the deck is slightly curved (you'll see why in a bit). �But this
one drunk guy took the cards, and shu�ed like this.�

You will now do what's termed the slop shu�e. Holding the deck in the left
hand, push over a few cards into the right hand face-down. Then, turn your
right hand over so that the cards are now face-up, and as you spread over a
few more cards from the left hand, slap your right hand's cards on top of them,
before taking them. Turn your right hand back over, and as you spread over a
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few more cards from the left hand, slap your right hand's cards on top of them,
before taking them. Continue doing this face-up and face-down procedure, the
more haphazardly the better, until you get to the �nal card in the deck, and
slap it face-down on top of the right hand's cards.

The �nal result is that half the deck is face-down, the other half is face-up,
and the selection is face-down on top of it all. If you've done a very sloppy
shu�e then ideally the spectator will see a mess with both face-up and face-
down cards sticking out. Square up the cards after they've gotten that image.
If you have a table, set down the cards. If not, ask the spectator to hold out
their hand for a moment, palm-up, and set the cards down on their hand.

�Now, I really had no clue what to do. I mean, some cards were face-up.�
With the right hand lift o� about a third of the deck, showing a random face-
up card there, before replacing the cards. �Some cards were face-down.� Again
with the right hand, lift o� about two-thirds of the deck, showing a random
face-down card. �Some cards were back-to-back.� Again with the right hand,
lift o� at the natural break that will occur at the middle � remember that extra
bow we put into the cards after the ri�e shu�e? � and show the back-to-back
cards there. Now, pass the cards in the right hand to the left hand, and with
the right hand point at the remaining cards. �I mean, this guy had really loused
things up for me.� Replace the cards in the left hand back onto the deck, but
rotate the packet as you do this, and this will do two things � it will put the
selection into the middle of the deck face-up, and all those other cards that
were face-up will be turned face-down.

�So at this point, I had no other options but to try to do a little magic.�
Place both index �ngers on top of the deck, thumbs at the rear edge. Pressing
down the index �ngers, pull up on the back edge, and then let the cards slowly
escape the pressure from the thumbs. This will make a ri�ing sound.

When you are �nished, say, �At this point, I asked the drunken fool what
their card was. Now, you're no drunken fool, but I have to ask, what was
the card?� When the spectator names it, take the deck and spread it, saying
�You'll notice now that all the cards are face-down, with the exception of one
card, right there in the middle of the deck.� Show that the reversed card is
their selection, ending the performance.

This is considered one of the real gems of Royal Road, and it's a highly-
recommended trick. One more thing to add... this trick's plot falls into the
general category of �Triumph�, and there's an ongoing argument with Triumph-
based e�ects regarding spreading face-down with a face-up card, versus spread-
ing face-up with a face-down card. Some argue that having the selection face-up
gives the audience a clearer picture of the e�ect. Others argue that having the
selection face-down allows you to set up your �Ta-Da!� moment a little better
by delaying the �nal reveal of the card. I'll leave it up to you to choose.
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2.7 �An Instinct for Cards�

The spectator cuts the deck and looks at the card they cut to. The card is
then replaced in the center of the deck, and the deck is given a complete ri�e
shu�e, and then cut multiple times. The magician is still able to �nd the card,
despite not touching the deck for the entire trick. Re-read this description and
really think about it before you learn the secret. Ba�ing, no?

There's a risk to this that you should know about, and as such this will sort
of be your �rst advanced trick � not so much from the standpoint of di�culty,
but rather that you'll have to be on your toes so that if they don't do what
you want, you're ready to react gracefully, possibly with a di�erent trick.

The secret is to have an entire suit in order, let's say the Ace of Clubs to
the King of Clubs, and you'll need that order halfway down the deck (20 cards
above, 19 below). If they cut the deck about halfway, when they complete the
cut, a bunch of clubs will be on top, and a bunch will be on the bottom. When
they look at the top club and place that card into the center of the deck, it is
now the only club out of order. Giving the spectator the chance to ri�e shu�e
will risk introducing some cards between the Clubs, but relative to each other,
you should still easily be able to �nd the one Club that is out of order. Any
number of cuts will not disturb this relative relationship between the Clubs,
one will remain out of order. Try it yourself if you need to.

A few more notes... If you're the brave sort, then after they return the
card to the middle of the deck, have them ri�e shu�e, then cut, then ri�e
shu�e again, then cut again, and the card should remain out of order. If by
some chance the spectator doesn't cut where you like, then you can have them
keep the card, and then pick up the deck and have their selection returned in
the normal way, and do one of the tricks from elsewhere in the book (such as
�A Pocket Discovery� from Chapter 1). If your spectator is good at taking in-
structions, you can spend the majority of the trick with your back turned. Just
time it so that you're turning your back right when they're cutting the deck, so
you can verify that they cut into your bank of clubs correctly. Finally, how to
reveal the card? In a test-conditions trick of this sort, if the spectators under-
stand the di�culty based on what they saw, then going through the spread and
removing the card will sometimes be enough. For more showmanship, though,
consider some of the revelations from Chapter 4.

2.8 Two Four-Ace Productions

2.8.1 Catching Cards at Fingertips

This is an age-old production of two cards. Put one Ace at the top of the
deck, and one at the bottom. Hold the deck in your left hand, with the thumb
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contacting the middle of the back of the top Ace, and the �ngers contacting
the middle of the face of the bottom Ace, almost like a vice grip, but it doesn't
have to be that obvious.

With a sideways toss of the cards to the right, keep pressing on those top
and bottom cards, and the friction should allow you to keep them as the other
cards shoot out to the right.

Now, if you've got two aces on top, and two on the bottom, you can ri�e
shu�e to maintain the top and bottom stock, and after that, you can shoot
the cards from the left hand into the right, and then from the right hand onto
the table. This will retain all four aces in your hands, which you can then show
to the audience.

2.8.2 The Milky Way Ace Production

Have two aces at the top of the deck, two at the bottom. Ri�e Shu�e to
maintain top and bottom stack. Have the spectator cut o� half the deck and
give it to you. Take those cards, and overhand shu�e, bringing the aces to the
bottom of the packet, but as you do this, explain that you want them to tell
you when to stop, pausing midway through this �rst shu�e a couple of times
to demonstrate what you mean. Finish o� the shu�e, and start again, but
this time begin with a milk shu�e, as this will put one Ace of the bottom of
both packets that you're overhand shu�ing. When they say �Stop,� separate
the hands widely and set both packets down.

Pick up the other half of the cards (which still has both aces at the bottom)
and begin the same milk-shu�ing action, telling them to say �Stop� again, and
when they do, separate the packets.

Ask them if there was anything that prompted them to stop you at that
moment. After they answer, you've got two options. For a brisk reveal, turn
over the four packets to shows Aces at the face of them, complimenting their
instincts. For a more convincing, but slower, reveal, count out the cards in
each packet, asking them if they knew they were stopping you at that speci�c
number. Do this for all four packets, and then turn over the top card on each
packet, showing four Aces. My preference is for the latter, but you have to �nd
a way to make dealing through all those cards interesting, using some sort of
byplay with the spectator.

2.9 Tom Sellers's �The Joker Speller�

Two spectators are brought on stage, an adult and a child. Ten cards are
counted o� onto the child's hand. The magician explains that they are about
to cast the magic spell, and that means spelling out some cards. The �rst card
is an Ace, so it is spelled thusly � on �A�, the top card is placed under the deck,
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on �C�, the new top card is placed under the deck, and on �E�, the top card is
turned over. It's an Ace!

The Ace is discarded, and the child then spells to a Two, and then to a
Three. The cards are handed to the adult to give it a try, but when they spell
Four, a Joker turns up. The magician and the adult are confused for a second.
The joker is put back on top, and when the cards are handed back to the child,
they can spell to Four.

The cards are given back to the adult to spell Five. They get the Joker
again. You put the Joker back on top, give it to the kid, and they can spell
Five no problem. The adult can't do it for Six. You hand it to the kid and
they spell Six with no problem. You take the cards yourself and show that you
can spell to Seven. You hand the adult the cards, and when they try to spell
Eight, they get the Joker. The child manages to spell Eight. You hand the
cards to the adult to spell Nine, and they get the Joker again. Finally, you get
the kid to explain to the adult exactly what they should do, and when that
happens, the adult �nally gets the Nine. You hand the child the remaining
Joker to keep, saying �This is a memory of our little Joke.�

There are two ways to do this. The �rst is to arrange 10 cards in multiple
suits at the top of the deck in this order: 3, 5, A, 7, 9, 2, Joker, 8, 6, 4.
Overhand shu�e to retain the top stock. Remove those ten cards without
changing the order, and the trick works automatically.

Or, alternately, you could have them all be the same suit, and let the
spectator ri�e shu�e them. Ask the audience to call out their favourite suit,
and when they all yell something di�erent, pause for a moment and say �Well,
this is awkward.� Turn to somebody in your line of sight who said the suit (if
you must, you can fake this part just by looking in a general direction of some
people and pretending somebody there said your suit), and acknowledge them,
and then pull out all the cards of that suit that you need in that order. Similar
to �Instinct for Cards,� they will be distributed throughout the deck, but their
order relative to each other won't be disturbed.

2.10 General Thoughts

You've got some pretty good tricks here that feature the ri�e shu�e, al-
though it's worth mentioning that it can be used to help add some depth to
the card tricks in chapter one. In �A Pocket Discovery� or �A New Top Card
Production�, once the card has been controlled to its necessary position, it
shouldn't be too hard to add a ri�e shu�e to keep the card at that position.
This sort of thing will be helpful for other tricks later on, as well.
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Interlude 2:

Con�ict

One of the ways that Tommy Wonder distinguished his magic from that of
other magicians was his exceptional use of con�ict. His tricks, as they unfold,
seem to take on the characteristics of stories. The magician has a sore throat,
so he wants a cough drop, but it disappears into a nest of tins; the magician
wants to make the coins jump in one direction, but they keep going in the other;
the magician re-enacts a time when a robber stole his ring, his watch, and the
money from his wallet. Each of these stories has, at its core, the element of
con�ict.

Several of the tricks in this chapter employ con�ict in one form or another.
In �The Joker Speller�, the magician and the spectators are trying to spell out
speci�c cards, but sometimes the Joker shows up. In �A Tipsy Trick�, a story
is told of a spectator who tries to mess up the magician's performance. In �A
Poker Puzzle�, the magician is trying to end up with the four Kings, but he
apparently fails.

Con�ict isn't necessarily a trope that you need to heavily invoke in every
single one of your tricks, but it is a great way to bring immediacy to a magic
trick simply because people will want to see how the con�ict is resolved.

The form the con�icts take can also vary greatly. The magician might play
a game of chance with the spectator (Three Card Monte). The magician might
make a mistake in performing the trick (�Design For Laughter�). The magician
might challenge the spectator to catch him doing a secret move (a possible
presentation for The Ambitious Card). The spectator may be challenged to
try to �nd their selection by themselves (�A Pocket Discovery�). Using one or
more of these ideas in a skillful manner allows for your act to gain the element
of texture, something well-described by Eugene Burger in various places in
literature related to magic theory. Achieving texture in an act means that your
audience gets the chance to undergo a variety of experiences and emotions in
your show, making each moment more distinct, and therefore possibly more
potent and ultimately memorable. Of course, one can achieve texture without
focusing speci�cally on con�ict, but at the very least, it's worth looking at
con�ict as a means to get that texture.

Before we move on, one could additionally argue that �An Instinct for
Cards� kind of has the element of con�ict in there, since it really feels like
it would be di�cult for the magician to �nd the card under the conditions
imposed by the trick. Whit Haydn has made the argument that everything
needed to create art exists in the most humble pick a card trick, with the ma-
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gician and spectator acting somewhat as antagonists to each other, with the
basic con�ict being �Can the magician �nd the card?�

The potential issue with this is that as you gain more and more tricks in
your repertoire, you'll want to be wary of the feeling of sameness from one
trick to the next, to the extent that you're almost playing multiple songs using
a single note. There are wonderful tricks that can be accomplished using the
premise of having the spectator pick a card and the having the magician �nd
it, and it's also possible to have multiple such tricks in a set. However, if the
general dramatic dynamics of the tricks are too similar, the novelty can wear
o� pretty easily. There are plenty of ways to mix things up as a magician, but
arguably the most di�cult thing is to convince magicians that they can mix
things up in the �rst place.

Presentations that overtly tell a story are a double-edged sword as well.
Obviously, it's not too di�cult to come up with a story that uses con�ict,
if only by recasting the characters in the way that �A Tipsy Trick� does �
the magician is now a character in that story, and the would-be troublesome
spectator is now the antagonist. The con�ict here is obvious, and you can
even heighten it using various story-telling techniques. What's more, if you
start trying to do tricks that involve an element of challenge (eg: Three Card
Monte) you can sometimes run into spectators who try to �ip it on you and
disrupt things just to see what happens, and repackaging the trick as a story
can help you avoid that. However, turning something that could be happening
in the present into something that did happen in the past essentially kills the
immediacy of the trick, and risks dampening the con�ict as a result. As Whit
Haydn once said, �You don't tell stories about the Coyote. You are the Coyote.
People tell stories about you.� This isn't to say that a magician can't tell stories
in their act, but rather, they need to always keep in mind why it is that people
are there in the �rst place. People have plenty of books and �lms and television
shows to choose from if they want stories � you're there to o�er them magic.
And, of course, there's the usual risk invoking the same dynamic one time too
many, and unfortunately there are magicians out there turning every trick they
do into a story or a poem or a parable or what-have-you, and after a while it
just becomes tedious.

When it comes to trying to �gure out ways to add texture to an act through
the use of con�ict, Tommy Wonder is a great model to study, since he not only
varies up the nature of the con�icts, he manages to �nd ways to vary the ways
the con�icts get resolved. Take, for instance, �Deja Reverse�. Two cards are
selected, and the magician successfully �nds the �rst card, but when he tries
to �nd the second, the �rst card reappears. This happens several times, until
he �nally tears up the �rst card. Unfortunately, that �rst card appears again,
and when the discarded pieces of the torn card are turned over, they're of
the second card. Ultimately, despite having come to a theatrically-pleasing
conclusion, the con�ict is one that the magician loses.
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However, despite all of Wonder's presentational prowess, even he has his
limits. An example of this happens on his L&L DVD set, when he has a card
selected and fails to �nd it three times (�Everywhere and Nowhere�). When he
asks the audience what card they took, they all shake their heads and refuse to
answer, because they know at this point that it's a ruse, and he's going to �nd
a way to get their card. Now, the performing situation there is a bit di�erent
than a real-world scenario since he was showing a ton of his material to the
same audience, but even so, playing the magician-in-trouble ploy more than
once can be tedious for a sophisticated audience, and Wonder warns heavily
against this when teaching his material.

In fact, even though he's a big fan of invoking con�ict in his work, it should
be said that he has strong performance pieces that don't really rely on it
much. If you look at �The Socked Coins�, �Through the Eye of the Needle�,
and his take on the Ambitious Card and Vanishing Birdcage plots, all have
very straightforward presentations that show magical things happen. His act
isn't weakened by foregoing con�ict in those tricks, though. Rather, it's the
mixture of presentational dynamics that add an overall rich texture to his act,
far richer than is seen by other magicians who (presentationally-speaking) seem
to have a hammer and treat every problem like a nail.
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